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1. Introduction
Situations involving a negative delayed feedback control in the presence
of spatial diffusion occur in a variety of biological applications, and the
following dimensionless delay model with a logistic control has been exten-






+kU(t, x)[1&U(t&r, x)], t>0,
(1.1)kU(t, 0)=U(t, ?)=0, t0
U(t, x)=(t, x), (t, x) # [&r, 0]_[0, ?],
where  # C([&r, 0], H 10[0, ?]), k>0 and r>0 are constants.
Related problems with Neumann boundary conditions or on an
unbounded domain have also been studied by [1], [3], [1118]. How-
ever, in these cases there always exist nontrivial spatially constant solu-
tions, and it is the stability of these solutions and bifurcations about them
that are treated. Such nontrivial constant solutions do not exist in the
present problem with Dirichlet conditions, and the first bifurcation that
needs to be addressed concerns the existence, uniqueness and stability of a
feasible (non-negative) equilibrium.
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Green and Stech [5], have shown that for (1.1)k the following hold:
(i) if k1, then (1.1)k does not have a positive equilibrium and the
zero solution is a global attractor of all non-negative solutions.
(ii) If k>1, then the zero solution of (1.1)k is unstable and there is
a unique positive equilibrium Uk (bifurcating from k=1 and U=0).
(iii) The equilibrium Uk is locally asymptotically stable if
(rk)(max[Uk(x) : x # (0, ?)])<1.
Huang [8] shows that
(iii)$ Uk is locally asymptoticcally stable if (rk)(max[Uk(x) : x #
(0, ?)])<?2. Moreover, the global stability of Uk has also been recently
studied by Huang [9] for a problem which is a generalization of (1.1).
A remaining interesting question is whether an increase in delay r will
destabilize the steady state Uk and lead to the occurrence of periodic
solutions. In this paper we address this question, and prove that for each
fixed k>1, 0<k&1<<1, (that is, k&1 sufficiently small)
1. There is an r(k)>0 such that the equilibrium Uk is locally stable
if 0r<r(k) and unstable if r>r(k).
2. There exists a sequence [rkn]

n=0 , r(k)=rk0<rk1< } } } , such that
there is a Hopf bifurcation arising from Uk as the delay r monotonically
passes through each rkn . Furthermore, the periodic solution occurring from
the Hopf bifurcation point r(k)=rk0 is stable and those occurring from the
Hopf bifurcation points rkn , n=1, 2, ..., are unstable.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we study the eigenvalue
problems. Using the results of Section 2 we give a comple description of the
stability of the positive equilibrium Uk in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to
the study of Hopf bifurcations at r(k)=rkn , n=0, 1, 2, ... . In Section 5, we
give a brief discussion of the biological and modeling implications of these
results.
2. Eigenvalue Problems
Let k>1 and let Uk be the positive equilibrium of (1.1)k which is the




U(0)=U(?)=0, U(x)>0, x # (0, ?).




































































 2V (t, x)
x2
+k[1&Uk(x)] V (t, x)&kUk(x) V (t&r, x)
(2.1)kV (t, 0)=V (t, ?)=0, t0,
V (t, x)=,(t, x), (t, x) # [&r, 0]_[0, ?],
where , # C =def C ([&r, 0], X=L2[0, ?]).






D(A(k))=[ y # X : y* , y # X, y(0)=y(?)=0]=H 20 ,
and set V (t)=V (t, } ), ,(t)=,(t, } ), then (2.1)k can be rewritten as
dV (t)
dt
=A(k) V (t)&kUkV (t&r), t>0,
(2.2)k
V (t)=,(t), t # [&r, ,], , # C,
with A(k) an infinitesimal generator of a compact C0-semigroup (see Pazy
[19], or Goldstein [4]). The study of the stability of Uk therefore leads to
the study of the eigenvalue problem
2(k, *, r) y=0, 0{y # H 20 , (2.3)k
here
2(k, *, r)=A(k)&kUke&*r&*=D2+k(1&Uk)&ke&*rUk&*,
or the study of the point spectrum _(Ar(k)), where Ar(k) is the infinitesimal
generator of the semigroup induced by the solutions of equation (2.2)k with
Ar(k) ,=,4 ,
D(Ar(k))=[, # C & C 1 : ,(0) # H 20 , ,4 (0)=A(k) ,(0)&kUk,(&r)].
Since the eigenvalues of Ar(k) depend continuously on r [7], [10],
[20], those values of r for which _(Ar(k)) contains a pure imaginary eigen-
value will play a key role in the analysis of the stability and bifurcation of
































































periodic solutions. Furthermore, it is obvious that Ar(k) has an imaginary
eigenvalue *=i& (&{0) for some r>0 if and only if
[A(k)&i&&e&i%kUk] y=0, 0{y # H 20 (2.4)k
is solvable for some value of &>0, % # [0, 2?). If we find a pair of (&, %)
such that (2.4)k has a solution y, then
2(k, i&, rn) y=0, rn=
%+2n?
&
, n=0, 1, 2, ...,
and hence rn will possibly be the candidate at which the stability changes
and the Hopf bifurcation occurs. So an interesting question is: How many
pairs of (&, %) # R+_[0, 2?) are there such that (2.4)k is solvable?
We will show that, if 0<k&1<<1, there is a unique pair (&, %) which
solves (2.4)k .
We first prove three lemmas which will be used to conclude our asser-
tion. First it is clear that, denoting by N(B) and R(B) the null space and





R(D2+1)={y # L2[0, ?] : (sin( } ), y) =def |
?
0
sin(x) y (x) dx=0= .
By projecting the positive equilibrium Uk into N(D2+1) and R(D2+1)
we can give an estimate for Uk as follows.
Lemma 2.1. There are k*>1 and a continuously differentiable mapping
k [ (!k , :k) from [1, k*] to H 20 & R(D
2+1)_R+ such that






and !1 # H 20 is the unique solution of the equation
(D2+1) !+[1&:1 sin( } )] sin( } )=0, (sin( } ), !) =0.
































































Proof. Let f : H 20_R_R  L
2_R be defined as
f (!, :, k)=([D2+1] !+[1&k:(sin( } )+(k&1) !)][sin( } )
+(k&1) !], (sin( } ), !) ).
By the definition of !1 , we have that
f (!1 , :1 , 1)=([D2+1] !1+[1&:1 sin( } )] sin( } ), (sin( } ), !1 ) )=0
and
D(!, :) f (!1 , :1 , 1)(!, :)=([D2+1] !&: sin2( } ), (sin( } ), !) ).
From the fact that dim N(D2+1)=1 and sin2( } )  R(D2+1), it clearly
follows that D(!, :) f (!1 , :1 , 1) is bijective from H 20_R  L
2_R. Therefore,
it follows from the implicit function theorem that there exist k*>1 and
continuously differentiable mapping k [ (!k , :k) # H 20_R
+ for k # [1, k*]
such that
f (!k , :k , k)#0, k # [1, k*].
An easy calculation shows that Wk=:k(k&1)[sin( } )+(k&1) !k] solves
the equation
[D2+k(1&U )] U=0.
The uniqueness of the solution of this equation [5] ensures that
Uk=Wk=:k(k&1)[sin( } )+(k&1) !k], k # [1, k*]. K (2.5)k
Lemma 2.2. If (&, %, y) solves equation (2.4)k with 0{y # H 20 , then &(k&1)
is uniformly bounded for k # (1, k*], and &( y, y ) =k sin(%)(Uk y, y ).
Proof. From the hypotheses we have
([A(k)&i&&e&i%kUk] y, y ) =0.
Noting that A(k) is self-adjoint, the above equality and Lemma 2.1 yield
that
&( y, y )=k sin(%)(Uk y, y )
=(k&1) k:k sin(%)([sin( } )+(k&1) !k] y, y ).



































































=k |:k sin(%)| ([sin( } )+(k&1) !k ] y, y)& y&2L 2
k* |ak | [1+(k*&1) &!k &H02 ], k # [1, k*].
The boundedness of &(k&1) follows from the continuity of k [
(&!k&H02 , :k). K
Lemma 2.3. If z # H 20 and (sin( } ), z) =0, then |( (D
2+1) z, z) |
3 &z&2L2 .





cn sin(n( } )) and D2z=& :

n=2
cn n2 sin(n( } )).
It now immediately follows that
|( (D2+1) z, z) |= :

n=2




|cn | 2 &sin(n( } ))&2L2=3 &z&2L2 . K
Now, for k # (1, k*], suppose (&, %, y ) is a solution of (2.4)k with
0{y # H 20 . If we ignore a scalar factor, y can be represented as
y=; sin( } )+(k&1) z, (sin( } ), z) =0, ;0,
(2.6)
& y&2L2=;
2 &sin( } )&2L2+(k&1)
2 &z&2L2=&sin( } )&
2
L2 .
Substitute (2.5)k , (2.6) and &=(k&1) h into (2.4)k , noting that
(D2+1) sin( } )=0, we obtain the equivalent system to (2.4)k :
g1(z, ;, h, %, k) =
def (D2+1) z+[; sin( } )+(k&1) z]
(2.7)k
_[1&ih&:kk(1+e&i%)[sin( } )+(k&1) !k ]]=0,
g2(z) =
def Re(sin( } ), z)=0,
g3(z) =
def Im(sin( } ), z)=0,
g4(z, ;, k) =
def (;2&1) &sin( } )&2L2+(k&1)
2 &z&2L2=0.
































































Theorem 2.4. If 0<k*<<1, then there is a continuously differentiable
mapping k [ (zk , ;k , hk , %k) from [1, k*] to H 20_R
3 such that




and (zk , ;k , hk , %k) solves the system (2.7)k for k # [1, k*], with !1 defined
as in Lemma 2.1.
Moreover, if k # (1, k*), and (zk, ;k, hk, %k) solves the system (2.7)k with
hk>0, and %k # [0, 2?), then
(zk, ;k, hk, %k)=(zk , ;k , hk , %k).
Proof. Define G: H 20_R
3_R  L2_R3 by G=( g1 , g2 , g3 , g4). Then it
follows from the definition of z1 and !1 that
g1(z1 , ;1 , h1 , %1 , 1)=(D2+1)(1&i ) !1+(1&i )[1&:1 sin( } )] sin( } )=0.
It is also trivial that
gi (z1)=0, i=2, 3 and g4(z1 , ;1 , 1)=0.
That is
G(z1 , ;1 , h1 , %1 , 1)=0.
Next, let T=(T1 , T2 , T3 , T4) : H 20_R
3  L2_R3 be defined by
T=D(z, ;, h, %)G(z1 , ;1 , h1 , %1 , 1).
With this definition we can verify that
T1(z, ;, h, %)=(D2+1) z&ih sin2( } )+i%:1 sin2( } )
+;(1&i )[1&:1 sin( } )] sin( } ),
T2(z)=Re(sin( } ), z) , T3(z)=Im(sin( } ), z) ,
T4(;)=2; &sin( } )&2L2 .
Noting that both sin( } ) and sin2( } ) do not belong to R(D2+1), we are
able to show that T is one-to-one and onto from H 20_R
3  L2_R3. Hence
our first conclusion follows from the implicit function theorem. To obtain
































































the second conclusion, by virtue of the uniqueness of the implicit function
theorem, it is sufficient to show that
(zk, ;k, hk, %k)  (z1 , ;1 , h1 , %1)=\(1&i ) !1 , 1, 1, ?2+
as k  1 in the norm of H 20_R
3.
First, Lemma 2.2 and the last equation of (2.7)k imply that [hk], [;k]
are bounded and [;k sin( } )+(k&1) zk] is bounded in L2. Noting that
zk # H 20 and (sin( } ), z





2+1) zk, zk ) |=|(w(hk, %k, k)(;k sin( } )+(k&1) zk ), zk ) |,
(2.8)
here
w(hk, %k, k)= 13[1&ih
k&:k k(1+e&i%
k
)[sin( } )+(k&1) !k ]].
Since [hk] and [&!k &H20 ] are bounded for k # [1, k*], there is M>0 such
that
&w(hk, %k, k)&sup<M, k # [1, k*]. (2.9)
From (2.8), (2.9) it follows that




If M(k*&1)< 12 , then
&zk&L22M |;k | &sin( } )&2L2 , k # [1, k*].
Hence [zk] is bounded in L2. Since (D2+1) : H 20 & R(D
2+1)  R(D2+1)
has a bounded inverse, by applying (D2+1)&1 on g1(zk, ;k, hk, %k, k)=0
one sees that [zk] is also bounded in H 20 , and hence
[(zk, ;k, hk, %k ) : k # (1, k*]]
is precompact in L2_R3. Let [zkn, ;kn, hkn, %kn] be any convergent sub-
sequence such that
(zkn, ;kn, hkn, %kn)  (z1, ;1, h1, %1), kn  1 as n  .
































































We claim that (z1, ;1, h1, %1)=(z1 , ;1 , h1 , %1). To see this, take the limit in
G(zkn, ;kn, hkn, %kn, kn)=0 as n   to obtain
(D2+1) z1+[1&ih1&:1(1+e&i%
1
) sin( } )] ;1 sin( } )=0,
(2.10)
(sin( } ), z1 )=0, (;1&1)2 &sin( } )&2L2=0.
Now it is clear that ;1=1=;1 . Multiplying the first equation of
(2.10) by sin( } ) and integrating it from 0 to ?, and noting that :1=
?0 sin
2(x) dx?0 sin














Hence, it must be h1=1=h1 , %1=?2=%1 . Therefore, from (2.10)
(D2+1) z1+(1&i )[1&:1 sin( } )] sin( } )=0, (z1, sin( } )) =0.
Since the solution of this equation in H 20 is unique, it follows that z
1=z1 .
We have shown that (zk, ;k, hk, %k)  (z1 , ;1 , h1 , %1), as k  1, with the
convergence being in L2_R3. However, recalling the definition of g1 in
(2.7), and the fact that (D2+1)&1 is a continuous linear operator from
R(D2+1) into H 20 & R(D
2+1), we get the convergence in H2_R3. The
proof of Theorem 2.4 is complete. K
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.4.
Corollary 2.5. If 0<k*&1<<1, then for each k # (1, k*), the eigen-
value problem
2(k, i&, r) y=0, &0, r>0, 0{y # H 20
has a solution (&, r, y ), or equivalently, i& # _(Ar(k)) if and only if
&=&k=(k&1) hk , r=rkn=
%k+2n?
&k
, n=0, 1, 2, ...
and
y=cyk , yk=;k sin( } )+(k&1) zk .
Here c is any nonzero constant, and zk , ;k , hk , %k are defined as in Theorem 2.4.
































































3. Stability of the Positive Equilibrium
We now turn to the study of the stability of Uk with k # (1, k*] fixed,
and the delay r treated as a parameter. To describe the stability of Uk , it
is enough to investigate how the eigenvalue *=i&k varies as the delay r
passes through rkn , n=0, 1, ... For this purpose, we first show that






&i%k Uk(x)] y2k(x) dx{0, n=0, 1, 2, ... (3.1)
Proof. From Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2.4, and Corollary 2.5 we have
yk=;k in( } )+O(k&1)




and %k  ?2, hk  1, ;k  1, :k  ?0 (sin
2(x) dx)?0 (sin










y2k(x) dx } eitk=|
?
0
y2k(x) dx  |
?
0
sin2(x) dx as k  1.
Hence




















sin2(x) dx{0 as k  1. (3.2)





















































































&i%k Uk(x)) y2k(x) dx{0
for 0<k&1<<1 and for all rkn , n=0, 1, 2, ... K
With the aid of Lemma 3.1, we are able to prove
Lemma 3.2. For each k # (1, k*] (0<k*&1<<1) and n=0, 1, 2, ...,
*=i&k is a simple eigenvalue of Arkn(k).
Proof. First, it follows from Corollary 2.5 that
dim N[Arkn(k)&i&k]=1, n=0, 1, 2, ...
with N[Arkn(k)&i&k]=Span[e
ivk } yk]. Now suppose




[Arkn(k)&i&k] , # N(Arkn(k)&i&k)=Span[e
i&k } yk].




,4 (%)=i&k,(%)+cei&k%yk , % # [&rkn , 0]
(3.3)
,4 (0)=A(k) ,(0)&kUk ,(&rkn).
































































The first equation of (3.3) gives
,4 (0)=i&k ,(0)+cyk
(3.4)
,(%)=,(0) ei&k%+cei&k %%yk .
Substituting (3.4) into (3.3) we have
2(k, i&k , rkn) ,(0)=[A(k)&ke
&i%k Uk&i&k] ,(0)
=c(1&rkn ke














&ik Uk(x)) y2k(x) dx.
As a consequence of Lemma 3.1 we see that c=0. So [Arkn(k)&i&k] ,=0
and , # N(Arkn(k)&i&k). By induction we have
N([Arkn(k)&i&k]
j )=N(Arkn(k)&i&k), j=1, 2, ..., n=0, 1, ... .
Therefore, *=i&k is a simple eigenvalue of Arkn(k) for n=0, 1, 2, ... K
Since *=i&k is a simple eigenvalue of Arkn(k), by using the implicit func-
tion theorem it is not difficult to show that there are a neighborhood
Okn_Ckn_Hkn/R_C_H
2
0 of (rkn , i&k , yk) and a continuously differential
function (*, y ): Okn  Ckn_Hkn such that for each r # Okn , the only eigen-
value of Ar(k) in Ckn is *(r), and
*(rkn)=i&k , y(rkn)=yk ,
2(k, *(r), r) y(r)=[A(k)&ke&*(r) rUk&*(r)] y(r)#0, r # Okn .




&i%k Uk] yk+2(k, i&k , rkn)
dy(rkn)
dr
+i&k ke&i%k Uk yk=0.
































































Taking the inner product with yk , and using the self-adjointness of A(k)








&i%k Uk(x)] y2k(x) dx
=















Uk(x) y2k(x) dx }
2
. (3.5)




>0, n=0, 1, 2, ...




y2k(x) dx= } |
?
0
y2k(x) dx } e&itk


























sin2(x) dx>0 as k  1. (3.7)





From Corollary 2.5 and Lemma 3.3 we immediately have
































































Theorem 3.4. For each fixed 0<k&1<<1, the infinitesimal generator
Ar(k) has exactly 2(n+1) eigenvalues with positive real part if
r # (rkn , rkn+1], n=0, 1, 2, ...,
and all eigenvalues of Ar (k) have negative real part if 0r<rk0 .
Combining Theorem 3.4 with the stability result of Huang [8], we have
Corollary 3.5. The positive equilibrium Uk is locally asymptotically
stable if 0r<rk0 and unstable if r>rk0 , and krk0 (max[Uk(x):
x # (0, ?)])?2.
4. Hopf Bifurcation
In this section we study the Hopf bifurcation which arises from the
positive equilibrium Uk as the delay r crosses rkn , n=0, 1, ...
The generic Hopf bifurcation theorem is well established [2, 6, 7]. Our
purpose here is to give more detailed information about the Hopf bifurca-
tion for the equation (1.1)k . In fact we are going to prove the following
Theorem 4.1. For each fixed k # (1, k*), a Hopf bifurcation will occur as
the delay r increasingly passes through each points rkn , n=0, 1, ... . Specifi-
cally, for each rkn , there is a $kn>0 such that for each r # (rkn , rkn+$kn)
equation (1.1)k has a periodic solution Ukn , r near Uk with period r2?&k .
Furthermore, Uk0 , r is locally asymptotically stable, and Ukn , r is unstable for
n1.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 will be given later.
For fixed k # (1, k*) and r=rkn , let
u(t)=u(t, } )=U(t, } )&Uk( } )
:=r&rkn ,
we have an equation equivalent to (1.1)k as follows
du(t)
dt
=A(k) u(t)&kUk u(t&rkn&:)&ku(t) u(t&rkn&:). (4.1):
Further, letting |k=2?&k and w(t)=u(t(1+;)), then u(t) is an |k(1+;)-
periodic solution of (4.1): if and only if w(t) is an |k-periodic solution of
dw(t)
dt
=A(k) w(t)&kUkw(t&rkn)+G(:, ;, wt), (4.2)

































































G(:, ;, wt)=;A(k) w(t)+kUk _w(t&rkn)&(1+;) w \t&rkn+:1+; +&
&(1+;) kw(t) w \t&rkn+:1+; + .
We use the following notation:
(1) ( y, z)* =def |
?
0
y(x) z(x) dx, y, z # X=L2(0, ?).
(2) For , # C =def C[(&rkn , 0]; X ), 9 # C* =
def C([0, rkn] : X ),




(3) Let yk , Skn be defined as in Corollary 2.5 and Lemma 3.1, respec-
tively, and let







y k ei&ks & , s # [0, rkn]







(4) Let 4 be the eigenfunction space of Arkn(k) corresponding to the
eigenvalues *=\i&k .
(5) Let P|k be Banach space defined as
P|k=[ f # C(R; X ); f (t+|k)=f (t); t # R]
with the norm & }&P|k defined by & f &P|k=supt # [0, |k] & f (t)&X for f # P|k .




(9 (s), f (s))* ds.
































































With the above notations, we can verify that 8 is a real basis of 4, and
9 is a real basis of the eigenfunction space of the formal adjoint operator
A*rkn(k) of Arkn(k), corresponding to *=\i&k . Furthermore, recalling that
from Lemma 2.2 we have &k( yk , y k)*=k sin(%k)(Uk yk , y k)*, and noting
that
i&k( yk e&i&k } , y ke&i&k } )=(A*rkn(k) yke
&i&k } , y ke&i&k } )
=( yke&i&k } , Arkn(k) y ke
&i&k } )
=&i&k( yke&i&k } , y ke&i&k } ),
implies ( yke&i&k } , y kei&k } )=0, and hence
(9 , 8 )=I, I # R2_2 is the identity.
It follows that
(9, 8)=H&1(9 , 8 ) H=I.
Therefore, for , # C, the projection ,4 of , onto 4 is
,4=8(9, ,).
It is known (Hale [6, 7], Huang [10]) that for each f # P|k , the equation
dw(t)
dt
=A(k) w(t)&kUkw(t&rkn)+f (t) (4.3)
has an |k-periodic solution if and only if
f # N(I).
Let K : N(I )  P|k be the linear operator such that K f is the |k-peri-
odic solution of (4.3) satisfying
(K f )40 =0, or (9, (K f )0)=0,
where (K f )0 # C is defined by
(K f )0 (%)=(K f )(%), % # [&rkn , 0].
Then, up to a time translation, Equation (4.2) has an |k-periodic solution
w(t) if and only if there is a constant c such that
IG(:, ;, w)=0 (4.4)a
w(t)=c81(t)+[KG(:, ;, |)](t), t # R. (4.4)b
81(t)= 12 ( yke
i&k t+y ke&i&k t)=Re( ykei&kt), t # R.
































































If we further introduce the changes of variable by
:=c+, ;=c$,
w(t)=c(81(t)+cW (t)), t # R, W # P|k ,
then (4.4a)(4.4b) is equivalent to
T (c, +, $, W ) =def |
|k
0
(9 (s), N(c, +, $, Ws))* ds=0 (4.5)a
W=KN(c, +, $, W), (4.5)b
where






84 1 \t&rkn&% c+&c$rkn1+c$ + d%
&$kUk 81 \t&rkn+c+1+c$ ++kUk _W(t&rkn)&(1+c$) W \t&
rkn+c+
1+c$ +&
&(1+c$) k[81(t)+cW(t)] _81 \t&rkn+c+1+c$ ++cW \t&
rkn+c+
1+c$ +& .
Since a periodic solution of equation (4.2) is a C1 function, without loss of
generality, we can restrict our discussion on (4.5)a(4.5)b for W # P1|k ,
where
P1|k=[ f # P|k ; f4 # P|k], & f &P1|k=& f &P|k+& f4 &P|k .
Thus it is not difficult to see that T : I\_R_I\_P1|k  R is continuous
and continuously differentiable, where I\=[&\, \] with 0< \<1.
Lemma 4.2.
T (0, 0, 0, W)#0.
Proof. It is clear that for W # P1|k ,
T (0, 0, 0, W)=&k |
|k
0
(9 (s), 81(s) 81(s&rkn))* ds.











































































( yk ei&k s+y k e&i&ks)
and |k=2?&k . It is now not difficult to check that Lemma 4.2 is true. K
Lemma 4.3.







where *(r) and *4 (rkn) are defined as in Section 3.
Proof. By definitions of the functions T, N, 9, 8, equality (3.5), and
the fact that 9, 8 and W are smooth functions from R  X we have





















































&Im*4 (rkn)& . (4.6)
































































Following a similar technique as above, we are able to show that





(9 (s), A(k) 81(s)&kUk(84 1(s&rkn)+81(s&rkn)))* ds
=|k _ 0&&k& . (4.7)
Lemma 4.3 therefore follows from (4.6) and (4.7). K
Lemma 4.4. Let
Wk=K(&81( } ) 81( }&rkn)),
then
Wk(t)=!1ke
2i&k t+! 1k e









[A(k)&kUk]&1 ( yk y k) (4.10)
and
d=&(9, !1ke
2i&k } +! 1ke
&2i&k } +!2k).
Proof. Notice that 81(t)= 12 ( yke
i&k t+y k e&i&k t), ei&k rk=ei%k. It is not dif-





Furthermore, with the above defined d, we can verify that
(9 (s), (Wk)0)=0,
therefore, by the definition of K, we have
Wk=K(&81( } ) 81( }&rkn)). K





















































































Proof. Let W k(s)=!1k e
2i&k s+! 1ke
&2i&k s+!2k , then
Wk(s)=W k(s)+8(s) d.




(91(s), (8(s) d ) 81(s&rkn)+(8(s&rkn) d ) 81(s))* ds=0. (4.11)
Also from (4.5)a it is clear that





(9 (s), Wk(s) 81(s&rkn)+Wk(s&rkn) 81(s))* ds. (4.12)




(91(s), W k(s) 81(s&rkn)+W k(s&rkn) 81(s))* ds.
A further calculuation shows that







3l eil&k s+3 le&il&ks,
















































































Lemma 4.6. Let !1k and !
2












The convergence is in the norm of X.




(mik sin( } )+(k&1) !
i*
k ), i=1, 2, (4.13)
where
mik # C, |
?
0
!i*k (x) sin(x) dx=0.
Since
A(k)=D2+1+(k&1)&kUk , (D2+1) sin( } )=0, &k=(k&1) hk ,
and
Uk=:k(k&1)[sin( } )+O(k&1)],
by substituting (4.13) into (4.9) and using the last four equalities, we have
(D2+1) !1*k +m
1*





e&i%k y2k , (4.14)
where
Jk(x)=1&2ihk&k:k(1+e&2i%k)[sin(x)+O(k&1)], x # (0, ?).
(4.14) implies that
m1*k =
(k4) e&i%k ?0 y
2
k(x) sin(x) dx&(k&1) 
?















, as k z1,


































































k z 1 |
?
0









4 ?0 Jk(x) sin
2(x) dx
+O((k&1) &!1*k &). (4.15)
If we apply (4.15) and Lemma 2.3 to (4.14), then we see that !1*k is
bounded as k  1. Notice that
y2k  sin
2( } ), as k z 1,




4(1&2i ) ?0 sin
2(x) dx
=










m1*k sin( } )=





This proves the first equality of Lemma 4.6. The proof of the second
equality is similar. K



























































































































sin2(x) dx&i \2n?+?2+ |
?
0





S kn[m* sin(x) yk(x) y k(x)(e
i%k+e&2i%k)+O(k&1)] dx

























This implies that if 0<k&1<<1, then




2 |Skn | (k&1)
Re Sk*<0, n=0, 1, 2, ...
The proof of Lemma 4.7 is completed. K
We are now in the position to prove Theorem 4.1.
































































Proof of Theorem 4.1. First it follows from Lemma 3.3, Lemmas 4.2
and 4.3 that there are a neighborhood BR of the origin, a neighbor-
hood V0P1|k of Wk , c0>0, and continuously differentiable functions
+: [&c0 , c0]_V0  B, $: [&c0 , c0]_V0  B such that +(0, Wk)=
$(0, Wk)=0, and for each (c, W ) # [&c0 , c0]_V0 , (+, $) # B_B,
T (c, +, $, W )=0
if and only if
+=+(c, W ), $=$(c, W ).
Next, we define a mapping F : [&c0 , c0]_V0  P1|k by
F (c, W )=W&KN(c, +(c, W ), $(c, W), W ).
Then
F (0, Wk)=Wk&KN(0, 0, 0, Wk)
=Wk&K(&81( } ) 81( }&rkn))
=0. (4.16)
Moreover, Lemma 4.2 implies that








W &=&_T (0, 0, 0, Wk)(+, $) &
&1 T (0, 0, 0, Wk)
W
=0.




N(0, 0, 0, Wk)
W
=I.
Therefore, F (0, Wk)W : P1|k  P
1
|k is one-one and onto. It follows from
the implicit function theorem that there are a constant c1 # (0, c0], and a
neighborhood V1V0 of Wk , and a function W*: [&c1 , c1]  V1 , such
that
W*(0)=Wk ,
































































and for each (c, W ) # [&c1 , c1]_V1 ,
F (c, W )=0 if and only if W=W*(c).
Consequently, Equation (4.2) has an |k-periodic solution W(t) near zero




for some value of c # [&c1 , c1], where
W*(c, t)=[W*(c)](t), t # R.
Now let +*(c)=+(c, W*(c)), $*(c)=$(c, W*(c)). Since
T (c, +*(c), $*(c), W*(c))#0, c # [&c1 , c1],
differentiating both sides of the above equality at c=0 gives
T (0, 0, 0, Wk)
c
+











dc &=& 1|k _ Re*4 (rkn)&Im*4 (rkn) 0&&k&
&1 T (0, 0, 0, Wk)
c
.

















































































This implies that the Hopf bifurcation occurs as the delay r increasingly
passes through rkn . This confirms the first conclusion of Theorem 4.1. We
shall omit the detailed proof for the stability of the periodic solution in
order to keep this paper down to manageable size. But, we note that for
r=rk 0 , since all the eigenvalues of Ark 0(k) have negative real parts except
for a pair of pure imaginary eigenvalues, *=\i&k , Eq. (4.1): has a locally
stable center manifold near the origin for small values of :=r&rk0>0.
The periodic solution is locally stable on the center manifold. This implies
that the periodic solution is locally stable. For r=rkn , n=1, ..., the
instability of the periodic solution is due to the fact that the center
manifold for rrrk n is unstable. Readers interested in the details of these
arguments are referred to Chow and Mallet-Paret [2], where a detailed
discussion of these stability results is given.
5. Modeling Interpretations and Extensions
In order to facilitate the biological interpretation of our results we start






+}u({, !)[c&u({&\, !)], {>0,
(5.1)ku({, 0)=u({, L)=0, {0
u({, !)=,({, !), ({, !) # [&\, 0]_[0, L],
where {, !, \ are time, distance and the negative feedback delay, c is the
environmental carrying capacity, }c is the per capita growth rate in the
absence of crowding, L is the length of the domain, D is the diffusion rate,
and , is the initial size of the population. The conversion of (5.1) to the















From the above expression for k, we see that the trivial steady state is
destabilized by a decrease in the diffusion rate D or by an increase in either
the per capita growth rate }c or the size of the domain L. Note that these
parameter variations have a similar destabilizing effect because they lead to
































































an increase in the net rate of addition of u either directly through an
increase of the reproduction rate, or indirectly through a decrease of the
net rate of access to the absorbing boundaries at !=0 and !=L where u
vanishes. The stability of the unique positive steady-state uk(!) is more
complicated. If we fix k at a value larger than, but close to one, and if we
note that
max[uk(!) : ! # (0, L)]=c max[Uk(x): x # (0, ?)] =
def cM,
with Mr(k&1) :1 , then uk loses its stability via a Hopf bifurcation lead-






Thus, when k>1 is fixed and close to one, an increase in either the basic
reproduction rate c}, or the delay \, causes uk to destabilize via a Hopf
bifurcation resulting in a stable oscillatory solution.
Even though we know that the periodic solution which bifurcates at
r=r0 is asymptotically stable, we have not studied the global existence or
stability of this periodic solution. It is feasible that the sequence of unstable
Hopf bifurcations that occur at r=rk n , n1, lead to more complicated
dynamic behavior. Also, our current methods do not lead to results when
k is much larger than one, and again more complicated dynamic behavior
may well occur in such situations. However, it is possible to extend our
approach to the study of the problem (5.1) with a ``nearby'' distributed
delay terms instead of the discrete delay. Similarly, alternate nonlinearities
can be treated by expanding the analysis of Section 4. Finally, the details
clearly extend to alternate spatial domains (with Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions) such as a square, rectangle, disk, ... where the eigenfunctions
associated with the bifurcation of the nontrivial equilibrium solution from
the trivial solution are explicitly computable.
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